PRESETS!

SONY PD170

TC/UB SET
Just check these, they should be grayed out on the screen
TC FORMAT - DF
TC RUN - REC RUN
TC MAKE - REGEN

MANUAL SET

AUTO SHUTTER - ON
PROG SCAN - OFF
SET UP - 7.5%

CAMERA SET

D. ZOOM - OFF
16:9 WIDE - OFF
STEADYSHOT - ON
FRAME REC - OFF
INT REC - OFF
WIND - CH 1, 2

LCD/VF SET
VF POWER - AUTO
LCD B.L. - BRT NORMAL
LCD COLOR - MIDDLE OF GRAPH
VF B.L. - BRT NORMAL

CM SET - No user accessible items

TAPE SET

REC MODE - DV SP
AUDIO MODE - FS48K
TAPE REMAIN - AUTO
MIC NR - ON
AUDIO SET
AGC - CH 1 - OFF
AGC - CH 2 - OFF
MAN GAIN - SEPARATE

SET UP MENU - Ignore

OTHERS
REC LAMP - OFF
COLOR BAR - OFF
MARANTZ PMD 660

INPUT: mic
OUTPUT: sp/hp
DATE/TIME: (current)
REC FORMAT: pcm-44.1K
MIC ATTEN: 0db
AUTO PWR OFF: off
BATTERY: alkaline
BEEP: on

REC CHANNEL: mono
PRE RECORD: on
MAN. TRACK: on
AUTO TRK: off
AUTO MARK: off
SILENT SKIP: off
LEVEL CONT: manual
METER MODE: normal

MIC LEVEL: auto
PRESETS!

PANASONIC GS300/500

SCENE MODE: off
REC. SPEED: sp
WIND CUT: off
ASPECT: 4/3
CLOCK SET: no

DISPLAY: on
DATE/TIME: off
POWER SAVE: off
QUICK START: off
AGS: off
REMOTE: vcr1
BEEP SOUND: off
LCD SET: no
EVF SET: no
JOYSTICK LED: on
INITIAL SET: no
DEMO MODE: off

L.SHOE MIC: normal
USB FUNCTION: motion dv
D. ZOOM: off
ZOOM MIC: off
MIC LEVEL: auto

LANGUAGE: english
FOCUS: auto